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On the generalized Hamming weights of convolutional codes
Abstract
Motivated by applications in cryptology, Wei (1991) introduced the concept of a generalized Hamming
weight for a linear block code. In this correspondence, we define generalized Hamming weights for the
class of convolutional codes and we derive several of their basic properties. By restricting to
convolutional codes having a generator matrix G(D) with bounded Kronecker indices we are able to
derive upper and lower bounds on the weight hierarchy
330 IEEE 
the decoding complexity of punctured convolutional codes. The new 
technique also has the advantage of requiring a smaller path memory 
than what is needed when decoding punctured codes. This makes the 
PUM codes and the decoding technique presented here an attractive 
alternative for applications requiring codes with high rate. 
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On the Generalized Ha 
~f C Q n v o ~ ~ t i o ~ a ~  Codes 
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and Eric V. York Student Member, IEEE 
Abstract-Motivated by applications in cryptology, Wei introduced in 
1991 the concept of a generalized Hamming weight for a linear block 
code. In this correspondence, we define generalized Hamming weights 
for the class of convolutional codes and we derive several of their basic 
properties. By restricting to convolutional codes having a generator 
matrix G ( D )  with bounded Kronecker indices we are able to derive upper 
and lower bounds on the weight hierarchy. 
Index Terms- Convolutional codes, generalized Hamming weights, 
weight hierarchy, lengthldimension profile. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
An important set of code parameters defined for a linear block 
code are the so-called generalized Hamming weights first introduced 
by Wei in [l]. By definition, the rth generalized Hamming weight 
d, (C)  of a linear block code C is equal to the smallest support of any 
r-dimensional subcode of C. In particular, do (C) = 0 and di ( C )  is 
equal to the distance of C. 
In this way, every [n, k ]  linear block code has associated a whole 
weight hierarchy 
(1.1) 
The determination of the weight hierarchy of codes is desirable 
for applications to trellis encoders and we refer to Forney [2] and 
Wei [4]. Forney [2] calls the generalized Hamming weights the 
lengtwdimension profile (LDP) of a code. As explained in detail in 
[2], there is a deep connection between LDP and the complexity of 
the minimal trellis diagram. In 121 Forney also points out that a study 
of LDP, i.e., generalized Hamming weights of convolutional codes 
and other trellis codes would be desirable and this motivates in part 
the investigation of this correspondence. 
Generalized Hamming weights have also a very natural geometric 
interpretation and this was pointed out in [3] .  For this, recall that 
a set of ordered points P := {PI, ..., P,} in a K-dimensional 
vector space V is called an [n, I C ]  system if P is not contained in 
any hyperplane H C V. Two [n, K ]  systems P and P‘ are called 
equivalent if there is an isomorphism on V mapping P onto P’. As 
explained in [17, Sec. 1.1.21 every block code C C uniquely 
defines an equivalence class of [n, k]  systems. It can be shown (see 
131) that the rth generalized Hamming weight is then geometrically 
described through the formula 
0 = d o ( C )  < dl(C) < ... < d k ( C )  5 n. 
where H ,  is an arbitrary hyperplane of co-dimension r .  Hence the 
generalized Hamming weights correspond to how well the subspaces 
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of C are in “general position.” The weight hierarchy of convolutional 
codes provides us with similar geometrical information about their 
structure as well. 
Since the appearance of Wei’s original article, several authors (see, 
e.g., [2]-[4]) were studying the weight hierarchy of different classes 
of linear block codes. In this correspondence we will study the weight 
hierarchy of a convolutional code. After formally introducing this 
concept we will derive, in the next section, several of the basic 
properties. In particular, we will show that the generalized Hamming 
weights form an infinite strictly increasing sequence d ,  (C)  of positive 
integers and, similar to the case of block codes, the free distance of 
the code is exactly d l (C) .  Knowledge of the weight hierarchy is 
desirable in the design of encoders and this motivates in part the 
investigation of this correspondence. 
In Section I11 we give an overview of current existing upper bounds 
for d,(C) of a block code. Those bounds prepare for the main 
results of this correspondence, which are given in Section IV. In this 
section we will derive some upper and lower bounds for the weight 
hierarchy of different classes of convolutional codes. The bounds we 
derive depend on the rate and complexity of the code as opposed to 
depending on the rate and memory (see, e.g., [14]). More specific 
results are derived for the generalized Hamming weights of rate 1/71 
codes in which case the memory and the complexity are the same. 
In the last section, several illustrative examples are provided. In 
those examples we compute the complete weight hierarchy of several 
classes of codes. In this way, we are able to show that some of the 
bounds derived in Section IV are tight for some classes of codes. We 
conclude the correspondence by providing several tables containing 
bounds for certain classes of convolutional codes. 
11. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
Let IF, be the Galois field of q elements, IF,[D] be the polynomial 
ring over IF, and F,(D) the ring of rational functions. In the 
following it will be convenient to view elements of F,(D) as infinite 
(periodic) power series of the form 
m 
2=0 
Let C be a rate k / n  convolutional code represented through a 
noncatastrophic encoder 
Without loss of generality we will assume that the matrix G ( D )  
which is defined over F,[D] is in row proper form; in other words, 
we will assume that the “high-order coefficient matrix” has full row 
rank. From this it follows that G(D)  is a minimal encoder, hence 
has (unique) ordered row (Kronecker) indices 
v1 2 ’ . ’  2 Vk 
where the indices vz are formally defined through 
vz = max {deg ( g z J )  1 1 5 j 5 n} ,  i = 1, - a a ,  k .  
We will denote the memory, complexity, and constraint length of 
a convolutional code by m, c, and 7. respectively. In terms of the 
Kronecker indices we have: m = VI 
k 
c = c v z  
2=1 
and TJ = n(v1 + 1). 
In an obvious way we can view C as an (infinite-dimensional) 
linear IF, vector space. Let 
{.l(O), % ( D ) )  
be T linearly independent vectors in fft(D). Since G(D) has by 
assumption linearly independent rows it follows that 
SPanFq{ul(D)G(D), ..., u, (D)G(D)}  C C C F:(D) 
defines an r-dimensional subspace of C and clearly every T- 
dimensional subspace U C C is of this form. 
Dejinition 2.1: Let U C C be a linear subspace of C and let 
x ( D )  = (Zl(D), ‘ . . ,  x z ( D ) ,  ..., xn(D)) E U 
be a codeword in U whose rth component is of the form 
x t ( D ) = x a ~  + x t ~ D + . “ + ~ z s % D ”  E ffq[D]. 
Then 
X ( U )  := {(hd I3(21(D), . * . ,  Zn(D)) E U,xz, # 01 
is called the support of U and 
d,(C) := min {Ix(U)l I U C C and dim U = r )  
is called the rth generalized Hamming weight of C. 
Note that the generalized Hamming weights are well defined for 
any positive integer T and not just for r = 0, . . , k as it is the case 
for block codes. Also note that if U is one-dimensional and x E U 
is any nonzero codeword then Ix(U)I is nothing else than the usual 
Hamming weight W ( Z )  of the codeword Z. In particular, it follows 
in analogy to the block code case that dl ( C )  is equal to the free 
distance of C. 
Since we assume that G( D )  is a minimal encoder, it is clear that in 
order to compute d ,  ( C )  it is sufficient to consider polynomial inputs 
of some bounded degree. Indeed, if u ( D )  = ( u l ( D ) ,  ... , u k ( D ) )  is 
an infinite support input vector, then necessarily u ( D ) G ( D )  = z ( D )  
has infinite support by assumption. The following lemma provides a 
conservative bound on the degrees of the polynomial inputs u ( D )  E 
F:[D]. Since we only need later in the correspondence that such a 
bound exists and for the sake of brevity, we omit the proof. 
Lemma 2.2: Let C be a convolutional code of rate k / n  and 
memory VI.  In order to compute d,(C) it is enough to consider 
subspaces of the form 
U = span{ul (D)G(D) ,  ..., u, (D)G(D)}  
where u z ( D )  E IFt[D] and the deg(u,(D)) < v l n ~ ( v 1  + r ) .  
tonicity theorem [ l ,  Theorem 11 for block codes. 
code form a (strictly) increasing set of positive integers 
The following Lemma is a natural generalization of Wei’s mono- 
Lemma 2.3: The generalized Hamming weights of a convolutional 
0 = d o ( C )  < dl (C)  < & ( C )  < . . . . 
Proof: Obviously, the sequence is weakly increasing. In order 
to show the strict inequality let U c C have the property that 
dim U = T and Ix(U)l = d,(C). Assume (2, 3 )  is in the support 
of U ,  i.e., there is a codeword 
(E X1JD3, . . . , Z,,DJ) E U ,  2 Z J  # 0. 
Let V := { c  E U I xtJ = O}. But then one has Ix(V)l < Ix(U)l 
In [4, Sec. IV], the authors define the chain condition for block 
codes. This definition is easily generalized to convolutional codes as 
follows: 
and dim V = r - 1. In other words, d,-l(C) < d,(C). 
Authorized licensed use limited to: MAIN LIBRARY UNIVERSITY OF ZURICH. Downloaded on March 16,2010 at 07:11:32 EDT from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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DeJinition 2.4: A convolutional code C is said to satisfy the cham 
condition if there exists subcodes C, for 1 5 r 5 00 such that 
rank(C,) = r ,  Ix(Cr)l = dT(C), and C,-I C C,. 
Similar to the block code case, we can describe the numbers d , ( C )  
also algebraically. For this consider a parity check matrix H ( D )  = 
HO + H I  D+. . .+ H ,  D" of C and let H be the semi-infinite sliding- 
block matrix defined by the scalar matrices H o ,  HI, . . . , H ,  (see, 
e.g., [12]). Then one has the immediate generalization of El, Theorem 
21 
Theorem 2.5: G has generalized Hamming weight d,(C) = d if 
and only if d is the smallest number with the property that there are 
d columns of H whose rank is d - r or less. 
111. BOUNDS FOR THE WEIGHT HIERARCHY OF A BLOCK CODE 
In this section we summarize the best general upper bounds known 
for the generalized Hamming weights of block codes. Those results 
will then be the basis in our investigation of the bounds of the 
generalized Hamming weights of convolutional codes. 
The first bound was already given in [ 11 by Wei who called the 
bound the generalized Singleton bound. 
Lemma 3.1: For an [n, k] code C one has 
The next bound is the well-known Griesmer bound [5].  
distance d we have 
Lemma 3.2: For a linear block code over E, with rate k /n  and 
the Kronecker indices correspond to the observability indices of the 
associated MA representation and the complexity 
k 
c = C u z  
2 = 1  
is exactly the McMillan degree of the system. For readers interested in 
more details covenng those interesting relations we refer to [9]-[ 111. 
Because of the above mentioned reasons, we seek upper bounds on 
the weight hierarchy in the class of convolutional codes having fixed 
rate k /n  and having a basic encoder with a fixed set of Kronecker 
indices U = (VI, '.., v k ) .  Note that for VI = 0 (no memory) the 
problem is equivalent to estimating upper bounds of block codes as 
it was considered in the last sechon. In this way our problem can 
also be viewed as a natural generalization. 
The basic strategy of how we will proceed to accomplish upper 
bounds is as follows (compare also with [7, Sec. 3.11): Let V C 
oil: [D] be any finite-dimensional linear E, -subspace. Then 
Cv := { u ( D ) G ( D )  I u ( D ) G ( D )  E V, u ( D )  E E;[D]}  
and 
Cv c C C IF;[D]. 
Cv defines a linear [N,  IC] block code, where 
(4.1) N = /x(Cv)l 5 Ix(V)l and K = dim Cv. 
For every such linear block code CV we then necessarily have that 
Clearly, the bounds of d,(Cv) are expected to be tighter if the 
rate #IN is large and because of this we will single out a set of 
subspaces V which have a maximal dimension for a given support. 
Specifically we will consider for each integer y 2 0 the subspace 
The following, given in [6, Theorem 51, is a generalization of the 
Griesmer bound to d,(C) : 
Theorem 3.3: Let 'Ode' Then for 
1 5 r 5 k one has: 
be a binary' linear [n' 
Vy:={(zi(D), . . . ,  .n(D)) E IFy[D] I 
(3.2) deg z , ( D )  5 y, i = 1, ..., n}. 
Note that V., is in a natural way a IF, vector space of dimension 
When the distance of a block code is known, the Griesmer bound 
can also be used as a lower bound. The following result is referred 
Lemma 3.4: For a linear block code over IF, with rate k/n and 
ny + n; indeed, one has natural vector space isomorphisms 
to in [3, p. 2761 as the Griesmer-Wei Bound: v, c1( IF;+' @ IF; 31 E!'+". (4.3) 
distance d we have The following Lemma establishes the block size of the codes CV, 
which we will abbreviare with 
(3.3) c; := cv, 
Lemma 4.1: Let C be a rate k / n  convolutional code represented 
by a basic encoder having Kronecker indices u1, , . . , uk, Let = 
Ix(C.,)l. Then for each y 2. 0 the code C, is a linear [H,  #] block 
'Ode where 
Iv. BOUNDS FOR THE WEIGHT 
HIERARCHY OF A CONVOLUTIONAL CODE 
In this section we will derive a set of upper bounds on the 
generalized Hamming weights which have to be satisfied for all 
course necessary to restrict to certain classes of convolutional codes. 
N < _ n r + n  (4.4) 
IC = max (y - vZ + 1, 0). (4.5) 
convolutional codes. In order to properly pose the problem it is of 
The codes which we single out are all convolutional codes having a 
IC 
1=1 
fixed rate k /n  and having a basic encoder (see, e.g., [7, Sec. 2.31) with 
a fixed set of Kronecker indices Y = (VI, . . . , U k ) .  Clearly it is most 
natural to fix the rate. Moreover, the set of encoders having a fixed 
set of Kronecker indices is most natural too. Indeed, every encoder 
can be naturally identified with an associated Hermann-Martin map 
[ti] from the projective line to a fixed Grassmann variety and the 
Proof: The fact that C, is linear is obvious and the estimate 
(4.4) is a direct consequence of (4.1) and (4.3). Let G ( D )  be a 
basic encoder with Kronecker indices V I ,  . . . , uk and let u ( D )  = 
( U , ,  uz, . . . , uk). From the fact that the high-order coefficient matrix 
of G ( D )  has full row rank it follows that 
degu(D)G(D) = lrnn2k{degv., + U , } .  Kronecker indices correspond in this case exactly to the Grothendieck 
indices of the pull back of the tautological bundle. In system theory 
Authorized licensed use limited to: MAIN LIBRARY UNIVERSITY OF ZURICH. Downloaded on March 16,2010 at 07:11:32 EDT from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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In particular, it follows that every ( ~ 1 ,  U Z ,  ..., uk) having the 
property that deg ut 5 y - uz results in a valid element of C, 
and the map U H U G  induces a vector space isomorphism 
k 
c, N @ F^4-”$+1 N FF 
Z = 1  
where we made use of the convention F“ = 0 if cv < 0. 
The following examples illustrate the concepts introduced thus far. 
Example 4.2: Let G ( D )  = (0’ + D + 1, D + 1) be the generator 
matrix of the convolutional code C ,  then the rate of C, is (y - 
1)/(2y + 1) for any y 2 2. An arbitrary element of C, would be 
given by 
y ( D ) =  (~ ,D~+u,- iD’- l  +.. .  alD+uo,  
Moreover, for every integer T 2 1 there exists a positive integer no 
dependent only on k, n, r ,  U having the property that 
for all y 2 no. 
Proofi The first part is a direct consequence of the definition of 
C, and the definition of a direct limit. The second part follows from 
Lemma 2.2. 
The first upper bound which we will present is based on the 
generalized Griesmer bound as introduced in Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 4.5: Let C be a binary rate k/n convolutional code 
having a basic encoder with Kronecker indices U = (VI, . . . , uk) .  
Let y be a positive integer and let 
b,-l D’-’ + b,-2 DY-’ + . . . bi D + bo) .  k 
K = max (y - U, + 1,0). 
The vector y ( D )  can be naturally identified with the vector Z = 1  
Then the rth generalized Hamming weight of C satisfies 
(U-,, u-,--l, ..., a l ,  ao,by-- l ,  by--2, . . . ,  6 1 ,  bo)  
viewed as element of the vector space IF;,+’. 
Example 4.3: Let 
For convolutional codes defined over an arbitrary field F, we have 
the well-known Griesmer bound 
Theorem 4.6: Let C be a convolutional code over F, with rate 
kin,  then for all 
G ( D )  = [”,’: : D%] 
be the generator matrix of the convolutional code C ,  then the rate 
of C, is (27 - 1)/(3y + 2) for y 2 1. An arbitrary element of CZ 2 0, d l ( c )  satisfy 
would be given by IC-1 
Y(D) = (azD2 + a i D  + ao, biD + bo,  czD2 + C I D  + C O ) .  
The vector y(D) can be identified with the vector 
where X: is determined by (4.5). 
Rate l / n  codes have been studied extensively, and there are several 
very effective techniques for constructing codes of this rate with good 
free distance (see, e.g., [18]-[20]). Next, we study the properties of 
the generalized Hamming weights for these types of codes. 
(a’, ai, ao, b i ,  bo, C Z ,  c i ,  C O )  
in F:. A generator matrix for the block code determined by Cz is 
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 .  
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0  
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0  1 
Let C be a convolutional code of rate l / n  and constraint length 
7.  Then the fact that 
We would like to remark at this point that for many codes C the 
support N = Ix(C,)I is strictly less than ny + n and only for a 
“generic code” in the class of rate k/n codes with indices v equality 
holds in (4.4). It therefore follows that if one restricts the class of 
is obvious. 
Theorem 4.7: Let C be a convolutional code of rate l / n  generated 
by G ( D ) .  Then 
convolutional codes further it is possible to achieve even sharper 
bounds than the bounds which we will derive shortly (in terms of d,(C) + 12 5 d,+l(C). (4.10) 
the constraint length we say one only needs to consider the effective 
constraint length as pointed out by Costello in [13]). 
Before we derive several upper bounds for the generalized Ham- 
ming weights d,(C) of a convolutional code C we show through the 
Proof.- Suppose that V C C has dimension T + 1 and support 
d,+~ (C). Then, by Lemma 2.2, there exist T + 1 linearly independent 
vectors u s ( D )  such that 
next theorem that “optimal bounds” for the block codes C, result in 
optimal bounds for the convolutional code C. 
Theorem 4.4: Let C be a rate k/n convolutional code. Then the Since the u s ( D ) , s  are linearly independent, by row reducing we can 
obtain the polynomials 
{Gl(D),GZ(D), . . . ,  ..+l(D)) 
vector spaces 
CO c c1 c cz c “ ‘  
form a direct system of vector spaces with direct limit 
such that 
lim C, = C. 
7-00 
(4.6) V = s p a n ( Q i ( D ) G ( D ) ,  ..., Gr+l(D)G(D)} 
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and 
deg ( U l ( D ) )  < deg (Uz(D))  < . . . < deg (c~+i(D)). 
The ?-dimensional subspace 
v = span{Cl(D)G(D), a . . ,  Q,(D)G(D)}  
has 
Corollary 4.8: Let C be a convolutional code of rate 1 /n  and 
memory m. Then if 
&(C) = 17 + n ( T  - 1) 
for some r 2 1 we have 
= 17 + n(j  - l ) ,  v.i > T .  
V. TABLES AND EXAMPLES 
In this section we will give several examples illustrating the 
concepts defined throughout this correspondence. We also present 
tables containing the bounds for d,  (C) for some low-rate codes with 
particular Kronecker indices. 
Example 5.1: Consider the class of convolutional codes over Fz 
with rate k / n  = and memory m = vl = 16. Using (4.6) and 
considering the elements in C19, we obtain 
This implies that dl (C)  5 20. In [12, p. 3301 it is shown that 
there exists a rate 112 code having memory m = 16 and distance 
dl (C) = 20. The bound is therefore tight in this particular example. 
Example 5.2: If C is generated by G ( D )  = ( D 2 + D + 1 ,  D2+1) 
then one has do(C) = 0, d1(C) = 5. By Lemma 3.4 we must 
have &(C) 2 8, hence by Corollary 4.8 we must have d,(C) = 
2 ( r - l ) + 6 , V i  > l .Furthermore,letc,(D) =D"'G(D),andset 
D ,  = span{cl(D),  c2(D), ..., c,(D)>. 
gives d l  (C) 5 8, hence consideration of the Kronecker indices does 
give a refinement on existing bounds. 
Next consider cl = (0, 1 + D)G(D) ,  cz = (1 + D ,  O)G(D), and 
c3 = (1, D2)G(D) .  Then one can verify that 
Ix(span{c1, c2>)1 = 9  
Ix(span{cl, c2, C3))I =11. 
It therefore follows that dz (C) 5 9 and d3 ( C )  5 11. By Lemma 
3.4, d z ( C )  2 9 and & ( C )  2 11 hence &(C) = 9 and &(C)  = 11. 
Example 5.4: Let 6 be the 114 code generated by 6 = ( D  + 
1, 1, D ,  1). Let G be the matrix from Example 5.3, then the 317 
code C' generated by 
and 
has dl(C')  = 5 and by Example 5.3 and Lemma 4.7 we have 
dz (C') = 9 d3 (C')  = 11 and any three-dimensional subspace V 
that contains the vector ( D  + 1, 1, D ,  1) must have & ( V )  2 13, 
hence C' does not satisfy the chain condition for convolutional codes. 
Example 5.5: Consider the rate 114 code C given by 
G ( D )  = ( ~ + D ~ + D ~ ,  1 + ~ + ~ 3 ,  ~ + D + D ~ ,  ~ + D + D ~ + D ~ ) .  
By consulting [12, p. 3301 we see that d l ( C )  = 13. By Lemma 3.4 
and (4.9) we have 20 2 dz(C) 2 20 hence by Corollary 4.8 we have 
d,(C) = 4 ( ~  - 1) + 16, V T  > 1 
By considering the vectors D a G ( D )  one can show that the code C 
satisfies the chain condition as well. 
The following tables were obtained using (4.8). 
Then one can easily verify that Ix(D,)l = d,(C), hence C has 
optimal generalized Hamming weight and satisfies the chain condition 
for convolutional codes. 
Example 5.3: Consider the class of convolutional codes over F2 
with rate 2/3, and v = (2, 3). Using (4.6) and considering the 
elements in C3, we obtain 
This implies that d l ( C )  5 6. In [12, p. 3301 it is shown that the rate 
213, memory m = 3 code C which is generated by 
1 1 1 + D + D 2 + D 3  
has a free distance d l  ( C )  of 6. The bound dl (C) 5 6 is therefore 
tight for the class of rate 213, codes having Kronecker indices 
v = (2, 3). Note: If one were to consider the class of rate 213, 
codes having Kronecker indices v = (3, 3) then the Griesmer bound 
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A Forbidden Rate Region for 
Generalized Cross Constellations 
E. A. Gelblum and A. R. Calderbank, Member, IEEE 
~ 
335 
Abstruct- An analysis of the Generalized Cross Constellation (GCC) 
is presented and a new perspective on its coding algorithm is described. 
We show how the GCC can be used to address generic sets of symbol 
points in any multidimensional space through an example based on the 
matched spectral null coding used in magnetic recording devices. We also 
prove that there is a forbidden rate region of fractional coding rates that 
are practically unrealizable using the GCC construction. We introduce 
the idea of a constellation tree and show how its decomposition can 
he used to design GCC’s matching desired parameters. Following this 
analysis, an algorithm to design the optimal rate GCC from a restriction 
on the maximum size of its constellation signal set is given, and a formula 
for determining the size of the GCC achieving a desired coding rate is 
derived. We finish with an upper bound on the size of the constellation 
expansion ratio. 
Index Terms- Data transmission, QAM signaling, generalized cross 
constellations 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The principal use of two-dimensional QAM constellations is the 
transmission of voiceband modem data [ 11-[3]. Traditionally, two- 
dimensional constellations consisting of 2” channel symbols for some 
integer n, are addressed symbol-by-symbol via a low-complexity 
lookup table with 2” entries. The ability to shape these constellations, 
however, is restricted in only two dimensions, and the cardinality 
of the channel symbol sets are necessarily limited to an integer 
power of two. In constrast to the two-dimensional constellation, 
multidimensional constellations, formed by the concatenation of 
N two-dimensional QAM channel symbols, are able to provide 
higher shaping gain than the two-dimensional variety at the expense, 
however, of higher complexity. This added complexity is introduced 
by the 2N-dimensional codebook whose mere size makes tradi- 
tional lookup-table addressing methods unwieldy. The generalized 
cross constellation (GCC), first mentioned in [I], and subsequently 
described in [4], is a multidimensional constellation that both ex- 
hibits low addressing complexity and allows the transmission of a 
nonintegral number of bits per channel symbol. 
The 2N-dimensional GCC selects a block of N two-dimensional 
points from among a family of simply defined constituent subcon- 
stellations in a two-step process. First, it chooses a constrained 
sequence of the subconstellations, and second it selects an individual 
channel symbol from each one in the sequence. This construction 
simplifies the addressing procedure by reducing the multidimensional 
addressing problem to a series of N two-dimensional subconstel- 
lation mappings [5].  In addition, since the probability with which 
each subconstellation is selected is purposely disproportionate to its 
relative size, the GCC makes it possible to use the lower power 
signal sets with increased frequency and thereby also reduces average 
transmitted signal power. While this addressing technique can be 
applied to channel constellations of any type, generalized cross 
constellations have hitherto found application in QAM modems. 
Ungerboeck-like trellis coding of these N-dimensional signal points 
is also possible and is further described in [5].  
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